CREATIVE OUTLETS
Finding Your Voice Through The Arts

Summer Workshops for Teens 12 to 16 years
Session 1: July 11 - August 1
Session 2: August 8 - August 29

SESSION ONE

Includes All 4 Workshops Below (signing up means attending all 4)
From Personal Expression in Imagery and Sound... to Collaboration in Art, Rap & Song
Team Facilitator: Susan Chandler

Peer Mentors: Brienna Notaro and ZYG 808

Flick Up! Express Yourself with Digital Imagery
July 11, Noon to 4 pm

Learn how to use a specialized mobile app to transform photographs into personalized
images. You will have the opportunity to create multiple images that express aspects of
who you are and what matters to you.
artists: Olivia Spring and Jennifer Stratton

Flick Up! Transforming Personal Expressions Into Collaborative Art
July 18, Noon to 4 pm

Building upon the personalized images you created in workshop 1, we will complete a
hands-on, collaborative art project that celebrates who we are. This project will combine
different artistic styles, including digital imagery and mixed media.
artists: Jennifer Stratton and Olivia Spring

Worldbuilding and Creative Exercises with Artist Nathan Balk-King
July 25, Noon to 4 pm

In this workshop, we will combine drawing, painting, writing, and craft-making to build our
own collaborative world in a supportive creative environment.

Music & Lyrics: Spoken-Word Poetry & Rapping Over Music
August 1, Noon to 4 pm

with Mwalim and ZYG 808. Music & Lyrics is a hands-on workshop for aspiring spokenword poets and rappers. Each participant works toward writing a verse as either a rap
or spoken-word piece, and records it over one of the pre-produced backing tracks. Each
participant will receive a download link to mp3 files containing their recordings.

Workshops are Free of Charge.

All teens interested in Creative Outlet’s Summer Sessions are invited to complete
an application online at: www.CCMoA.org/creative-outlets
The deadline to apply is June 30. Enrollment is based on an assessment of the benefit teens will derive from program,
their level of commitment, and assessment of group dynamics.

SESSION TWO

Includes All 4 Workshops Below (signing up means attending all 4)
Explore Culture Through Painting Texture, Language and Papier Maché

Team Facilitator: Susan Chandler

Peer Mentors: MaDarrius Maximus, Emma Tichnor

Creating Visual Power with Carl Lopes
August 8, Noon - 4 pm

In this hands-on workshop we will: make images using a variety of fun materials
including acrylic paints and pens, watercolors, recycled jewelry and holographic papers;
learning and experimenting with a variety of innovative mixed media techniques

Papier Maché Monsters One
August 15, Noon to 4 pm

Beginning with a look at historical monsters from around the world, we see how culturally
we tend to demonize the unknown and the other. We develop a safe space to bravely look
inward and begin to personify and draw today’s monsters.
artist: Amy Kandall

Creating The News with Photo Journalism: Why Water?
August 22, Noon to 4 pm

With photo Journalist Tony Ntumba. We will view and react to a global gallery of professional photos about water by a journalist then select photos that stimulate our discussion.
We’ll also create our own short pieces to share with the group that we can publish as a
group project.

Papier Mache Monstors II
August 29, Noon to 4 pm

To give our monsters personalities, we complete them by using glitter, paint, beads, feathers and sand for their outer textures. When our full-formed monsters are in the room, we
ask them to speak to us. Do they talk back? We create a safe space for this communication
to take place.
artist: Amy Kandall

Workshops are Free of Charge.

All teens interested in Creative Outlet’s Summer Sessions are invited to complete
an application online at: www.CCMoA.org/creative-outlets
The deadline to apply is June 30. Enrollment is based on an assessment of the benefit teens will derive from program,
their level of commitment, and assessment of group dynamics.
These free workshops are made possible through grants, funding, and in-kind services from:
The Cape Cod Museum of Art, The Arts Foundation of Cape Cod,
the Local Cultural Councils of Brewster, Chatham, Eastham, Harwich, Mashpee, and Wellfleet;
the Dennis Arts & Cultural Council; the Mid-Cape Cultural Council; The Massachusetts Cultural Council;
The Edward Bangs Kelley and Eliza Kelley Foundation, Inc./The Cape Cod Foundation; Am HaYam Cape Cod Havurah,
St. Peter’s Lutheran Church; The Fix Fund, and many individual donors and volunteers.

Creative Outlets believes that every teen can be creative and artistic...
all teens need is to find what works for them! We provide teens with many
different experiences with art so they find a medium and process they will
connect to. Creative Outlets encourages teens to dive into art because in doing
so, they develop confidence, sensitivity to people and the world around them,
and look at life from different perspectives.

